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bstract

The ITER Project Team now coming together in Cadarache is currently being shaped from the old, preserving the legacy of
echnical know-how built up in the ITER Joint Central Team since 1992. It is particularly strong initially in the most urgent
reas, related to long lead items – magnets, the main vessel and the buildings – as well as in work related to licensing. But it
lso incorporates new functional needs – financial, administrative, and procurement – and ties in the needs of future users during
peration.

Since the bulk of the procurement for ITER will be provided in kind, efforts have been strengthened to define better the share
f responsibilities with the Parties’ Domestic Agencies. The procurement cost sharing is being transferred into realistic technical
plitting of the work, with agreements between the Parties to demonstrate production of the necessary quality, and how to handle
ny shortcomings.
The design has evolved since originally conceived and valued 5 years ago. Design reviews of specific procurements will
herefore start in September 2006 to ensure the current manufacturing and design assumptions continue to satisfy requirements.

This paper reviews the current status of development of the ITER project, covering organisational and technical issues.
2007 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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. Introduction

Following a protracted period of negotiations, and
he proposal of four candidate sites for ITER construc-
ion, a site adjacent to the CEA Research Centre in

adarache, France, was finally selected by the ITER
arties (Europe represented by Euratom, the Peo-
le’s Republic of China, India, Japan, the Republic of
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orea, the Russian Federation, and the United States
f America) in June 2005. Since then the inter-Party
egotiations have concluded, and the Parties initialled
he Joint Implementation Agreement for ITER Con-
truction, Operation and Decommissioning in May
006. This agreement is now expected to be signed in
ovember 2006, and ratified in 2007. If this timetable
s maintained, this will allow the ITER Organisation
o begin provisional operation by the end of 2006,
tarting to employ its first staff and place its first
ontracts.

mailto:norbert.holtkamp@iter.org
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.fusengdes.2007.03.029
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This paper therefore reviews the planning and prepa-
ations being made for a swift ramp-up of activity
owards ITER construction. It covers the appointment
f senior staff and the establishment of the configu-
ation of the future organisation, the planning of staff
uild up and the future budget profile, the project sched-
le and its implications for procurement timing, the
volution of procurement sharing taking account of
echnical realities, and the development of the relation-
hip between the ITER Project Team and the Parties’
omestic Agencies. On the design front it describes

he plans for design review, integration of test blan-
et modules and their supporting equipment, and the
mpact of licensing preparations.
. ITER Organisation (IO)

In November 2005 Ambassador Kaname Ikeda
as unanimously accepted by the Parties as Nomi-
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Fig. 1. ITER Organisation structur
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ee Director General (DG), pending confirmation of
is appointment by the first ITER Council, the govern-
ng body of the ITER Organisation. In March 2006 he
ook over from Yasuo Shimomura as Project Leader of
he existing International Team, who then became his
enior Scientific Advisor. In November 2005 the search
egan in Europe for his Principal Deputy (PDDG), and
ollowing the screening of more than 400 applicants the
uthor was appointed as Project Construction Leader
n March 2006. On proposal from the Nominee DG and
DDG, the Parties confirmed the senior management
tructure and divisional responsibilities for the future
rganisation. The leaders of the main divisions, Deputy
irector Generals (DDGs) chosen to achieve a bal-

nce between the Parties, were designated in July 2006.
he organisation as currently conceived, is shown in

ig. 1, indicating the new senior management. As this
rganisation develops, there may be some modifica-
ions in the detail. With the appointment of the senior

anagement team, further appointments only need to

e and senior management.
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espect the overall balance of staff from the various
arties.

The IO can only be established after signature and
atification of the ITER Agreement, but nevertheless
reparations are underway to facilitate its earliest start-
p. These include the finalisation of Staff Regulations,
ith their implied employment conditions and staff

alaries (establishment of pension and medical scheme
ost deductions, for instance). They also include the
riting of financial regulations and procedures, and the
reparation of reporting and requesting of the budget
or 2007, based on the Project Resource Management
ules. The details of the Site Support Agreement,
etween the IO and the European Host, and the Head-
uarters Agreement, between the IO and France, also
ave to be finalised. These documents all need to be
pproved by the first ITER Council, immediately after
ignature, to legitimise the operation of the IO.

. Staffing

The above organisation is now being populated. To
aintain the legacy of the design know-how, exist-

ng international team staff have been encouraged to
ove from the Garching and Naka Joint Work Sites

o the Cadarache Joint Work Site as fast as pos-
ible. This is underway, as fast as the Parties and
heir staff are able, with major moves taking place in
ugust/September, October/November, and at the end
f 2006. The August/September move is being bol-
tered by the influx of DDGs and the PDDG, who can
urther help to specify the functions and jobs within
heir divisions.

In addition, 55 urgent positions have been identified,
nd the Parties have been asked to propose candidates
o that 25 of these can be actively occupied well before
he year-end. Under present arrangements, these staff
an only come as secondees. It is hoped that, following
ignature of the ITER Agreement, contracts of employ-
ent between the (provisional) ITER Organisation and

he first professional and support staff can be concluded
efore the end of 2006.

The planning of staff requirements has gone beyond

006. This planning keeps to the integrated project
chedule, and respects the budget envelope agreed
n the ITER Technical Basis [1], namely 477 kIUA
1 IUA = US$ 1000 in 1989). This converts to ∼1800
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Fig. 2. Project staff build up during construction.

rofessional person years (PPY) and ∼2760 support
erson years (SPY) during the construction period. Fur-
her aims are to ensure a smooth transition of staff
cross different phases of the project, and to ensure
n early start-up for the team building.

Assessments of the build up of project team staff
uring construction have been made (see Fig. 2). These
how the ultimate number of team professionals rising
o 220, with 410 support staff, allowing a smooth transi-
ion to the operational level which is of the same order.
ig. 2 also shows the relationship between the number
f staff and the volume of procurement commitment
t a given date, with a 1–2-year time buffer for profes-
ional staff and initial procurement specification, which
ontinues as the procurements are further detailed by
AD support staff and tracked by technical support

taff deployed in industry.
These figures show that by the end of 2007, the total

umber of professionals at Cadarache should reach
50, with 120 support staff.

It will be necessary to review the staffing require-
ent and staff costs in a few years, after the design

eview and when an agreed resource-loaded schedule
as been developed. The original estimates in 2001
ere based on 3 Parties. However this has now changed

o 7 and many procurements are now split among Par-
ies.

. Expenditure
Expenditure estimates cover the scheduling of pro-
urement, staff costs (counting both costs of directly
mployed staff of the ITER Organisation plus those of
he Parties through seconded staff), and R&D during
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Fig. 3. Construction cost commitment profile.

onstruction. The current estimates are based on work
one before 2001 on the scheduling of procurements,
nd thus need to be updated following the design review
see below). The schedule of procurements associated
ith construction also runs beyond the date of first
lasma, for instance to cover costs for the DT phase
uel cycle systems.

Fig. 3 shows how these expenditures (in kIUA),
hich are mostly dominated by procurement, are

hared by the Parties, assuming the agreed sharing of
osts (5/11 Europe, 1/11 each other Party), and the cur-

ent agreement on procurement splitting between the
arties, based on the ITER valuation in 2001. These
redictions may therefore not reflect a Party’s actual
osts.

•

Fig. 4. ITER projec
d Design 82 (2007) 427–434

The above predictions will be revised as part of
he design review, and verifying of the resource-loaded
chedule.

. Project schedule and work programme

The ITER project schedule is shown in Fig. 4, lead-
ng up to first plasma by the end of 2016. The current
ocus of technical work in the project is therefore
rouped around six main activities:

Site adaptation to take into account site-specific
conditions and regulations, with a view to site prepa-
ration work starting at the beginning of 2007.
Preparation of the Preliminary Safety Report with
a view to its submission and the license application
by the end of 2007, and with a public enquiry in
mid 2008, leading to the granting of a construction
license before the end of 2008.
Preparation for design review, in particular of urgent
items in the last quarter of 2006.
Finalisation of the technical specifications for super-
conducting coils, vacuum vessel and the tokamak
building complex.
Memoranda of understanding for all procurement

agreements need to be established to document the
technical sharing of work.
Development of a realistic resource-loaded sched-
ule.

t schedule.
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. Procurement sharing

One of the main objectives of the Parties is to gain as
uch know-how out of ITER construction as possible,

o put their industry on a firm footing when it ulti-
ately comes to deployment of fusion power plants,

nd in the shorter term to involve them in the nec-
ssary cutting edge technologies. The sharing of the
TER procurements between the Parties, 90% of which
hey will provide “in kind”, was therefore highly com-
etitive. Nevertheless, it was possible to break up the
ork on an apparently reasonable technical basis, as
art of the negotiations. The technical splitting of pro-
urements now has to be developed more carefully in
etail, and safeguards have to be built into the shar-
ng to cover possible risks, such as the inability of a
upplier in one Party to deliver in time sufficient high
uality deliverables to meet the specifications.

The general procedure that has been developed
or multiparty procurements envisages agreement of

Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) defining
he general approach on how the procurement shar-
ng amongst Parties could be adjusted to simplify
he interfaces, identify the clear responsibility, and

inimize the project risks. The MoUs have to be devel-
ped as soon as possible in order to prepare technical
pecifications efficiently in the IO and responsible Par-
ies’ Domestic Agencies. The MoUs will have to be
ccepted by the ITER Leaders Meeting (or its equiv-
lent) and then endorsed by the ITER Council, since
here can be financial implications which have to be
ettled by balancing values of contributions in several
rocurement packages.

A “Procurement Arrangement” normally docu-
ents the precise technical deliverables that will be

elivered by each Party.

. Relationship between IO and DAs

The general division of work between the ITER
roject Team and the Domestic Agencies (DAs) should
overn the skill set that is being hired in both areas.
hile the ITER Project Team is responsible for the
verall design, integration, civil construction, instal-
ation and commissioning, the staff in the Domestic
gencies will execute detailed design, procurement,
endor oversight, testing and delivery. In addition, with

v
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w
t
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he enormous amount of expertise available in each
arty, much of the R&D that is still required, as well as
uch of the knowledge necessary to finalise the design,

as to come from there.
The relationship between the ITER Organisation

nd the industrial suppliers is unusual in ITER, due
o the preponderance of in-kind supply, funded by the
arties inside or outside of their own territories, for
alue credit in the overall project as agreed in the ITER
echnical Basis. Thus although the ITER Organisa-

ion has responsibility for the overall integration of
TER, and its safe and successful operation, the finan-
ial leverage in contract operation is with the DAs of the
arties, which contribute the funds. The DAs therefore
ave procurement and technical expertise to follow the
rojects, and to be able to agree or negotiate with the
O about the financial implications of any changes that
ay occur.
From the IO side the relationship is governed by a

TL (Field Team Leader) for each Party, who is part
f the IO, but spends significant time in the DA and
urveying progress in their suppliers. The FTL

can agree to field changes within cost and sched-
ule contingency without consulting the IO up to an
agreed upon amount;
ensures that all relevant documents are transmitted
to the DA from the ITER Organisation;
ensures consistency of procurement packages,
designs prepared by the DA, and ITER specifica-
tions;
uses staff from the existing technical divisions in the
IO, preferably those ultimately responsible for the
installation, testing and operation of the component.

For its part, the DA

delivers cost, schedule and performance information
to the FTL;
provides the FTL and staff with adequate office
space.

The FTL submits cost, schedule and performance
nformation each month to the IO project office (PO),
eports all other necessary and useful information to the
O or the leadership team, communicates any schedule

ariance, scope changes, scope variances or potential
ssues and, guided by the PO, develops a risk matrix in
hich potential threats are tracked. Estimates of poten-

ial cost or schedule variances are given to the PO as
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ell as mitigation plans and strategies that the FTL
evelops in close collaboration with the DA.

With such a scheme, it should be possible to obtain
arly warning of problems, and to be able to compen-
ate for them with minimum risk to the project costs
nd schedule deadlines.

. Design review

At present, different procurement packages are
efined to a different extent, primarily because the
ocus of the technical work since 2001 has been on
ackages requiring early procurement, and on those
ystems which interact most with them, or those which
re most influential on licensing. The scope of the ITER
esign remains sufficiently defined so that the value of
ach procurement can be estimated, and so that changes
n the earliest procurements do not have to be made
verlooking the implications for later procurements.

A design review process is just being initiated driven
y the International Team. This will be a continuous
rocess over the next few years, focussing first on the
arliest and most influential procurements to provide
frame for later ones. It is not intended that all Par-

ies will participate in the discussion and express a
iew on all items, but the process will clearly need
he involvement of experts from the Parties on specific
ssues. The review is being driven by the Project Office,
nd senior management decision making will be aided
y a Technical Advisory Group (TAG).

The goal of the review is to resolve major open
esign questions in order to be able to prepare the pro-
urement packages for the work breakdown structure
WBS) elements.

Each problem requiring resolution before a procure-
ent package can be written merits an “issue card”.
urrently in ITER there are over 200 issue cards, and

he number is growing as new staff join the project and
s previously sidelined procurements receive renewed
ttention [2]. These vary from the fundamental to the
rivial, and therefore have differing degrees of influ-
nce on the Project’s risk of not reaching first plasma
n time and on budget. The strategy for managing

his risk at any time is documented in detail in the
Risk Management Strategy” of the Project, which is
eveloped in conjunction with the procurement and
onstruction schedules. This strategy therefore estab-
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ishes the sequence and priority of the technical systems
o be addressed, in conjunction with senior manage-

ent. The issue cards and their rate of completion also
rovide a management tool to determine the progress
nd timely completion of the review.

.1. Current work

The current technical work in the ITER Project
eam is therefore orientated towards

identifying all systems that are not designed yet or
are still in the conceptual stage;
starting from the technical basis [2], identifying all
systems that have integration or technical issues
which need to or should be resolved before a procure-
ment specification can be assembled, documenting
the issues, and planning a path forward for resolu-
tion;
identifying areas, concepts and technical designs
where recent R&D results indicate a possible perfor-
mance problem or unacceptably high manufacturing
cost, documenting issues, and planning a path for
resolution;
identifying areas, concepts and technical designs in
which recent R&D results would benefit the design,
schedule or cost;
prioritising open issues with respect to their scope,
schedule and cost impact, and identifying and imple-
menting solutions in priority order.

A risk assessment document will be provided that
ill guide the design review in terms of scope, schedule

nd cost, and a priority number will be assigned.

.2. Constrained change

In carrying out the design review, or generally
nalising the design of specific procurements, or con-
idering proposals for change in the design, since the
verall ITER budget is fixed, changes which lead to
ost increases, work or designs identified as not fin-
shed, or any other task that requires budget and was
ot foreseen before, needs to be offset against savings
lsewhere. Each proposal for change therefore has to

uantify the monetary, scope or schedule impact of the
hange, as well as the manpower needed for integra-
ion and who is supposed to provide them, clarify the
mpact on other WBS elements as precisely as possible,
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nd clarify whether the cost increase is a result of
hanges/conditions imposed by a Party. Any design
hange proposal has to be accompanied by proposed
ffsets in kind to keep the total project cost constant,
roposed offsets in terms of scope (scope increase in
ne WBS versus scope decrease in another), and/or
roposed offset using contingency. If caused by limita-
ions from a particular Party, how additional costs can
e covered needs to be discussed with that Party and
ny others affected.

.3. Main review elements

The charge of the ongoing design review has certain
ajor elements:

Is the physics baseline established and documented
well enough, and is the technical baseline consistent
with it?
Is the manpower sufficient for this stage of the
project and distributed appropriately?
Is the overall schedule consistent, sufficiently well
established, and with enough contingency for this
stage of the project?
Is the organisation of ITER maturing and developing
fast enough to be able to launch into construction
when planned?
Which parts of the organisation should be improved
and how in order to support the construction project?
Is the civil construction on track for construction
start in 2009?
Are the business systems in place to handle scope,
schedule and cost of the ITER construction project?
Are the safety and civil construction aspects properly
addressed for this stage of the project?
Where are the highest vulnerabilities?
Is the design review process appropriate to address
all technical, scope, schedule and cost aspects of the
project?
How can it be improved?

.4. Technical advisory group

The Technical Advisory Group (TAG) reports to the

G and PDDG. Members are appointed by the DG for
3-year term with the possibility of a 3-year extension.
embers are expected to accompany the design review

rocess and the build up of the IO. Their advice will

l
t
f
e
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over technical, managerial and organisational aspects
o help the DG and PDDG to successfully manage the
roject. There will be about 12–15 members and they
ill be recruited from the International Science Com-
unity. Reports of the TAG will be made public. TAG

ecommendations will be tracked and reported on in
ubsequent reviews. The TAG is expected to meet at
east twice per year.

.5. Design progress review

To assess the progress being made with the design
eview, it is proposed to hold a Design Progress Review
eeting towards the end of 2006. This will address the

ollowing points:

the status in each project division, reported by each
DDG;
the status of establishment and operation of DAs,
reported by the Parties;
the readiness of long lead procurements;
the status of configuration management and internal
design review;
the status of development of planning, staffing and
budget projections.

Parallel sessions will address high priority technical
ssues, planning, staffing and budget, QA, management
nd progress reporting, and safety.

. Licensing

Licensing is currently on the critical path of ITER
roject construction. An English version of the draft
reliminary safety report (RPrS) has been provided by
he European Participant Team (EUPT) and is under
eview. Extensive work with a strong support of the
UPT and French (CEA) host is needed to submit

he RPrS in the required form by the end of 2007.
t will also be necessary to agree and finalise within
he project those design characteristics which need to
e written in the report, with a view to demonstrat-
ng before operation that the design constructed will

imit environmental impact to set levels. At the same
ime these characteristics must leave sufficient scope
or design change, and ensure that future operation and
xperimentation on ITER is not unduly cramped.
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Support by experts with the knowledge of technical
nd administrative practice in construction is urgently
eeded for clarification of the implementation require-
ents.

0. Test blanket modules

All ITER Parties wish to take advantage of ITER
o test high temperature coolant tritium breeding test
lanket modules (TBMs). The existing development
rogrammes for these items are outside the scope of
TER, and involve a considerable legacy of R&D,
hich due to its proprietary nature and implications

or exploitation of fusion power has not up to now
een completely freely exchanged between the Parties.
urthermore, each Party has their own design pref-
rences, whereas there are only three ports available
n the machine for testing. The Parties therefore have
o decide how to work with each other, sharing ports
nd some information, and to discuss with ITER how
o accommodate within the design and licensing con-
traints.

In July 2006 an ad hoc group on the TBM pro-
ramme met for the first time. The Parties agreed to
repare qualification programmes, and to cooperate to
nalise an optimised test programme for six TBMs.
ach Party is also working now to clarify Party–ITER
utual obligations. In parallel a small technical task

orce of specialists from the Parties is working to con-
olidate the impact of all such testing on services and
uilding design requirements.

1. Participation in ITER

ITER is perhaps the most challenging scientific
ndeavour being undertaken today. By necessity of that
hallenge, it is being undertaken internationally, with

ore than half the world’s population funding its con-

truction, and sharing in its benefits and risks. To be
success, it will need to attract the very best people,

oth from inside and outside the fusion community.

[

[
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The structure that is developing shares the respon-
ibility for success with the Domestic Agencies of the
arties by ensuring the joint aim of all is mutual success
n time and within budget.

2. Conclusions

The ITER Organisation is imminent and final prepa-
ations are underway to make it effective at the earliest
pportunity. The Parties are aware of their budget and
taffing obligations and are making progress in satis-
ying them. The project team is coming together in
adarache. A design review is about to begin which
ill strengthen the technical and financial commitment
f all stakeholders, DAs and project team members.
he challenges in realising ITER are hard but manage-
ble, and, with the support of the fusion community,
an be overcome.
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